
INCREASING YOUR PROFITABILITY  
THROUGH INNOVATION

COSTS            PRICING            FUNDING



“In today’s financial and regulatory climate, without a tight handle on costs, pricing and funding,  
even the best lawyers can find they are not maximising their earnings potential. 

By bringing these critical elements of the business of law under one roof,  
Burcher Jennings have positioned themselves as key advisers to any firm wanting to  

boost profitability and thrive in these cost and price sensitive times.”

Chris Marston, CEO Lawnet and former Head of Professional Practices, SME Banking, Lloyds Bank



PROFITABILITY THROUGH INNOVATION

Your firm wants to increase its profitability. So do around 10,000 other UK law firms. 

How do you get a competitive edge? 

By taking a progressive, holistic approach to key elements of your business, Burcher Jennings can transform your firm  
and increase annual profitability by an average of 25%, and often much more.

Maximising costs recovery with minimum 
delay will increase your profitability. 

Proper and accurate budget preparation  
at the outset is crucial, as is knowing  

when a formal bill of costs is necessary,  
and when an informal breakdown will  

achieve the desired result. 

All this requires high-quality cost experts 
who can also negotiate and deliver skilled 

advocacy on your behalf.

COSTS PRICING FUNDING

In our experience, lawyers don’t like  
talking about money, which compounds a 

lack of pricing confidence. 

Meanwhile, clients want certainty, 
transparency and manageability on fees. 

If you can deliver this – and price for value 
from your client’s perspective – you will  

make more money and have  
happier clients. 

Get low-cost, bespoke funding that grows 
with your business, with no principal 

repayments or restrictions on use. 

Increase profitability by repaying  
other, higher-cost borrowings, investing  

in personnel and IT, or undertaking work  
that would not otherwise be feasible. 

Pay interest of less than half that offered  
by competing funding schemes. 



LET OUR EXPERTS HELP YOU

COSTS, PRICING & FUNDING UNDER ONE ROOF

Burcher Jennings is the only services provider to  
offer expertise in costs, pricing and funding. 

This means that only we can give you a holistic,  
joined-up route to increasing profitability under  
these heads.

The order of importance of the three elements will 
depend on the size of your firm, but all are crucial  
and interlinked; decisions taken regarding one will 
affect the others. 

Costs and pricing are two sides of the same coin,  
and funding allows for greater innovation and  
flexibility with pricing. 

Burcher Jennings is a pioneer in costs, pricing and funding – three complex areas where firms face the greatest pressures.  
Our overriding goal is helping firms increase their profitability. Run by lawyers, for lawyers, we really understand your business..

Richard Burcher, Chairman, is Managing Director of Validatum, the world’s leading pricing consultancy  for legal services, and a renowned 
global authority. Martyn Jennings, Chief Executive, has been at the forefront of costs and related issues since 1989.

Our centres of excellence across the UK are staffed by some of the most experienced costs lawyers, costs draftsmen,  
and pricing and funding specialists in the UK.

GROUND-BREAKING NEW FUNDING SERVICES 

We offer an innovative Funding for Growth scheme, 
backed by an international fund management group, 
that has attracted an extraordinary level of interest 
from law firms. Competitors offer funding with 
interest rates of 18-20% and many restrictions, such 
as financial covenants and personal guarantees.

Our funding comes with no such restrictions, typical 
interest rates that are less than half of competitors’, 
and the freedom to use the funds as you wish – 
including repaying other, higher-cost borrowings. 

Our typical funding package does not require 
principal repayments, and can grow in size with your 
business, allowing you to plan ahead with certainty. 

We have also launched Burcher Jennings Litigation 
Funding, which provides firms and their clients with 
access to the full range of products for litigation 
financing, and expert advice on which option is right 
for them. 

MODERN AND PROGRESSIVE 

We are leading the field in what we do and can help 
you increase your profitability.

But don’t just take our word for it: in 2015, Burcher 
Jennings won its second consecutive award at the 
Modern Law Awards, for the ‘Supporting the Industry’ 
category. 

The previous year, we were awarded ‘New Entrant  
of the Year’. 



COSTS DRAFTING & CONSULTANCY

“I have always found the work done by Burcher Jennings to be first rate.”

 Richard Johnson, Top 100 law firm Browne Jacobson



COSTS DRAFTING & CONSULTANCY

EXPERTISE IN ALL AREAS 

We work across all key practice areas, and on  
matters of any size or complexity – whether a  
fixed-fee family law claim to the legal aid agency,  
a class action, or a catastrophic injury case with  
costs running into millions of pounds. 

• Specialist High Value and Commercial

• Clinical Negligence

• Catastrophic Injury

• Civil Litigation

• Public and Family

• Court of Protection

• Probate and other Private Client

• Criminal

Burcher Jennings has led the way in costs drafting for over 20 years, working for many of the top 100 firms,  
and our draftsmen are some of the most experienced in the industry. 

We have specialised teams for each area of costs work, so you will always have an expert – not a generalist – on hand.  
We offer full negotiation and advocacy support, and costs training that is tailored to your needs.

SUPPORT FROM START TO FINISH  

The current judicial focus on costs management,  
with the introduction of budgeting requirements, 
makes it crucial that firms looking to maximise  
their costs recovery get high-quality support from 
costs experts. 

Burcher Jennings can help at every stage: planning 
case resources and project management at case 
inception; the initial budget; informal schedules or 
detailed bills of costs; and negotiation of the final 
sums, including advocacy. 

We also have considerable experience acting for 
paying, not just receiving, parties.

THE PERSONAL TOUCH 

In a competitive market, and with many demands 
on your time, we know that what sets us apart is our 
quality of service. With us, you will always be clear 
about what is required, and when your instructions 
will be completed.

All of our costs experts will identify themselves  
and can be contacted on their own dedicated direct 
line and email address. 

You will never be in doubt about who is handling  
your case.

Our approach is collaborative and results-based, 
drawing on your knowledge of the circumstances 
and risks of the case in question – gathered by our 
team through high-level personal contact – and 
complemented by our technical costs expertise.



COSTS DRAFTING & CONSULTANCY

ADAPTING TO A CHANGING MARKET  

We have structured our business to succeed in the 
wake of both the Woolf and Jackson reforms, and 
maximise our efficiency by investing in appropriate 
technologies and processes.

Costsmaster drafting software enables us to produce 
budgets and phased bills, and offers integration with 
the Client and Cost Management System (CCMS) for 
legal aid work. 

We use Proclaim case management software for 
electronic file transfer, reducing the time it takes to 
receive instructions. We have also been involved with 
the CCMS since it was piloted by the Legal Aid Agency.

We understand the challenges faced by legal aid 
suppliers, and have developed a claims processing 
service that enables firms to leave the entire costs 
recovery process from the Legal Aid Agency in  
our hands.

“I have been very impressed with the service from Burcher Jennings, in terms of the costing of files, negotiation of costs,  
and cost budgeting. I am delighted with the speed of the service and the results achieved.”

Dunn & Baker

BESPOKE CLIENT TRAINING 

Our deep and talented pool of costs specialists 
provide well-informed, concisely structured training 
programmes delivered by Richard Allen, Rob Parness 
and Nick Kitchen who have considerable practical  
and technical knowledge and are each highly 
regarded costs professionals. 

Every programme is designed specifically to meet  
the client’s needs.

We can provide practice area or case specific training, 
through to more generic practice training. 

Our expertise and experience take our training well 
beyond simple costs issues, looking at core skills such 
as case scoping, planning, and project management, 
time recording and on-going case management.

COSTS MASTERCLASS

Costs law and practice has for many years been the 
focus of significant change and uncertainty. More 
than ever, law firms must embed good behaviour in 
order to maximise costs recovery and profitability. 

Through our Costs Masterclasses we offer law firms 
comprehensive training, focusing on effective case 
management, sound time recording principles and  
tactical measures to achieve best results. 

We address all key areas including case scoping, 
planning and project management, costs budgets 
and on-going case management, J-codes, the new 
electronic bill of costs, proportionality and Part 36 
offers. 

Our collaborative and hands-on approach is 
recognised by our clients as a huge benefit in tackling 
this difficult area, where often fee earners have years 
of bad habits that need to be addressed, or simply 
reinforcing existing good practice.



“Every case will take a unique path to arrive at the point where success has been achieved.  
The skill is in planning that work at costs management stage, and in recovering a high percentage  

of costs at the conclusion. 

At Burcher Jennings we pride ourselves in our strong working relationships with our clients. 

We collaborate and communicate through all stages including advising on funding issues, costs budget  
planning and preparation and, of course, drafting a Bill of Costs to achieve the minimum challenges  

and maximum recovery. 

Our full service and client-centric ethos means that you will never have to look elsewhere  
to meet all your costs requirements.”

Martyn Jennings, Chief Executive, Burcher Jennings

OUR APPROACH TO COSTS DRAFTING



LEGAL PRICING

“The value pricing training exceeded expectations. Without exception, the delegates  
attending the training were excited and enthused about what they learnt,  

describing the methodologies which they came away with as ‘enlightening’ and ‘game changing’.”

Lindsey Kidd, Partner, Hillyer McKeown



LEGAL PRICING

PRICING FOR VALUE 

Pricing for value is one of the most critical challenges 
for law firms: deciding what and how to charge 
increasingly savvy clients, while remaining profitable.

In our experience, lawyers typically do not like  
talking about money, which compounds a lack of 
confidence in how to price their services.

Many firms do not possess the know-how to offer 
pricing and payment choices, and often simply do  
not have the negotiation skills to deal with the 
aggressive approach to modern procurement.

The problem is exacerbated by the migration towards 
fixed fees for not only commodity work, but complex 
commercial transactions and even litigation. 

“It is no exaggeration to say that Richard Burcher transformed our approach to pricing and billing.  
We now stand out from our competitors, have happier clients who value our services,  

and make more money than we did before. What’s not to like?”

SAS Daniels

PRICING THAT MATCHES POTENTIAL 

Many firms have found fixed-fee work marginally 
profitable, at best.

It is critical that firms understand value – from a 
client’s perspective – and construct appropriate 
pricing offers, with more options, greater 
transparency, and a clear demonstration of value  
for money.

Burcher Jennings, led by globally renowned pricing 
expert Richard Burcher, brings to an end the 
damaging time and fee write-offs, poor realisation 
rates, cashflow problems, constantly reducing 
margins, and time lost to dealing with cost  
complaints, challenges and assessments. 

Instead, firms can be confident that their pricing 
policy matches their potential. 

GUARANTEED PROFITABILITY IMPROVEMENT 

We guarantee that firms using our pricing solutions 
will see an immediate improvement in their 
profitability and cashflow, and a dramatic reduction 
in the tension that invariably accompanies pricing 
issues. 

Our portfolio of services includes:

• on-site pricing training;

• pricing templates and guidelines;

• negotiation and pitch training;

• simplified client care documentation; and

• advice on pricing individual cases.



FUNDING FOR GROWTH

“Funding, when properly structured, can create real opportunities for law firms.  
Like pricing and costs, it should be considered an essential part of the firm’s  

vision for the future and long-term strategy.”

Steve Din, Former MD of Morgan Stanley (London)  
and former MD & Head of European Restructurings, Citigroup.



FUNDING FOR GROWTH

WHY MIGHT YOU NEED FUNDING? 

Regulatory capital pressures on European banks are 
causing a rapid contraction in the supply of capital  
to the UK legal services sector. 

Burcher Jennings works with a specialist risk 
capital provider, backed by an international fund 
management group, to provide innovative, bespoke 
funding packages for UK law firms. 

The first of its kind, this funding initiative recognises 
your business needs: your access to capital can 
grow alongside your firm, without the restrictions 
associated with other forms of funding. 

If required, we can also create a tailored, combined 
pricing and funding package. 

Are you a firm of solicitors in England or Wales that expects to grow over the next three years? 

Do you have a funding requirement of between £50,000 and £10,000,000? 

Are you finding disbursement or costs advance funding expensive? 

Would you like a facility that grows with your business, which can be drawn on as and when required? 

Would you like to avoid making scheduled repayments of principal until you are ready to do so?

WHY USE BURCHER JENNINGS? 

Burcher Jennings’ Funding for Growth is a revolving, 
evergreen facility that grows alongside your business. 

As your firm grows, so the size of the facility can be 
increased. You can also opt for it to automatically 
increase at a future date, allowing you to plan for 
growth knowing that the extra funding is there.

Free of cumbersome restrictions, there are no 
financial or change-in-control covenants, and no 
need for personal guarantees. 

There are no principal repayments required, so the 
principal advanced does not ordinarily need to be 
repaid. Instead, it can rollover for as long as the 
facility is in place. 

Who you choose to insure your cases is up to you - 
Burcher Jennings have no ties to ATE providers.

WHAT CAN YOU USE THE FUNDING FOR? 

There are no restrictions on how the funding is used. 
In addition to repaying any high cost borrowings, you 
might also want our funding for: 

• supporting your work in progress, lock-up and 
paying disbursements; 

• making acquisitions, opening new offices, making 
team hires, marketing and growing profitability; 

• investing in IT and new technology; 

• filling the void left by the cuts in legal aid; or

• having that little extra working capital so you 
don’t need to worry about those day-to-day 
expenses.



LITIGATION FUNDING

Litigation Funding is a natural extension of our Funding for Growth service,  
and another means of increasing your firm’s profitability. 

In partnership with a leading funding consultant, we can provide, on a case-by-case  
basis, expert advice on the full range of funding options.



LITIGATION FUNDING

YOUR CLIENT MAY...

• have a good legal case, but be unable to proceed 
due to high court fees, legal expenses or cash 
flow restrictions.

• want information on the available insurance 
options, including how they can best be applied 
to remove the financial risk if the litigation is, 
ultimately, unsuccessful.

• wish to explore methods of litigation funding  
that can be used to pay legal costs in full or  
in part, without the risk of resorting to the 
liquidation of fixed assets.

The economics of litigation are, more than ever, a fundamental part of how clients and lawyers approach contentious matters.  
Clients want transparency in their potential options for funding cases, and clarity over the potential financial risks and rewards  

of pursuing their claim.

On the other side of the coin, SRA compliance rules require lawyers to ensure that clients are able to make informed decisions,  
entering only into fee arrangements that are in their best interests.

LET US WORRY ABOUT THE NUMBERS  

Lawyers don’t like discussing litigation funding,  
with good reason: they aren’t financial advisers, and 
the market offers a wide range of funding products  
for litigation. 

There is a huge pricing differential between funders, 
with no one-size-fits-all solution: what is right for one 
client will be wrong for another.

NO-OBLIGATION FUNDING CONSULTATION

By having a no-obligation initial consultation with  
our funding specialist – and, if appropriate, your 
client – at an early stage in proceedings, you can 
both ensure that your client gets access to the right 
funding for their case, and be confident that you’ve 
met your SRA obligations. 

Crucially, you also drive profitability by minimising 
the risk of the client going elsewhere.

ACCESS TO ALL FUNDING OPTIONS 

Firms are often contacted by funders pushing a 
particular product. We are not tied to any funder or 
means of funding, and have long-term relationships 
with nearly all of the major funders. 

Whatever your client’s circumstances and type of 
claim, we can present the best options available to 
them, so that they can make an informed decision.

PRICING & FUNDING FOR GROWTH

Burcher Jennings Litigation Funding dovetails with 
our other services. We can ensure that your pricing 
approach – such as the use of a CFA – works with, not 
against, your client’s potential funding options. 

And where your client is unlikely or unable to obtain 
funding or insurance, we can advise on whether the 
firm could take out Funding for Growth to finance the 
case, and cover the risk with ATE insurance.



OUR KEY PEOPLE



 Richard Burcher  
 Chairman 

Managing partner of both Burcher Jennings  
and Validatum, the leading legal services pricing 
consultancy, Richard is widely regarded as the 
leading international authority on pricing issues,  
to which he devotes all his time. 

Richard is a former New Zealand practising lawyer 
and managing partner, and is now based in London. 

 Richard Allen 
 Senior Consultant / Costs Lawyer

One of the first professionals to achieve Costs  
Lawyer status, Richard and is one of a select group  
of Costs Lawyers to have made partner in a  
solicitor’s practice. 

He is also a founding non-executive director of the 
Costs Lawyer Standards Board and a member of the 
Professional Negligence Lawyers Association. 

 Martyn Jennings  
 Chief Executive 

Martyn was a co-founder of Jennings Legal Services, 
which he helped establish in 1989. Prior to that, he 
was an equity partner in private practice. 

Martyn has broad legal and commercial experience, 
and is focused on using innovative solutions to help 
firms both increase profitability and cope with the 
ever-changing legal market.

 Sue Jennings  
 Director

Sue is a Fellow of the Institute of Legal Executives 
and spent many years, prior to establishing Jennings, 
working in private practice, undertaking a varied civil 
and criminal case load. 

She possesses considerable technical expertise 
and a high level of advocacy skills, having attended 
numerous assessment hearings throughout the 
country.

 Nigel Haddon  
 Pricing Consultant 

Well known for his broad experience, a commercial 
outlook and the ability to deliver on complex 
projects, Nigel is particularly renowned for his 
leadership and strategy expertise and clients identify 
strategic direction as one of his major strengths. He 
also has a great deal of focused practice in pricing 
and mergers and acquisitions.

 Michelle Barron  
 Head of Operations

Aside from operational matters and logistics,  
she supervises and supports the industrial  
disease/injury team. 

She has been a fellow of the Association of Costs 
Lawyers since 2005, and a costs lawyer since 2009.



 Matthew Newton  
 Costs Consultant 

Matthew has extensive experience in his field and his 
practice includes every aspect of costs law, related 
rules and the regulations that govern this area of 
expertise. 

He heads-up the Exeter Office and works with 
a broad spread of clients, including acting for 
international insurers and underwriters.

 Lisa Hazell  
 Head of Client Services

After completing her LLB (Hons) and being called to 
the Bar, Lisa began her career with a focus on Clinical 
Negligence, Personal Injury, Commercial and general 
Civil Litigation.

Lisa brings her knowledge and experience of all 
aspects of Legal Practice, including an in-depth 
understanding of the many challenges facing 
solicitors in the changing legal landscape.

 Melanie Homersham 
 Costs Lawyer

An experienced Costs Lawyer, Melanie leads Burcher 
Jennings’ Bristol office as Practice Manager. She has 
worked for over 15 years in costs litigation, mostly in 
the South West. 

Melanie understands clients’ needs, having worked 
in-house and externally, and for both Claimants  
and Defendants.

 Darrel Lumby 
 Costs Lawyer

Highly experienced, dealing with a wide and varied 
range of cases including Court of Protection and 
high value and complex Personal Injury, Clinical 
Negligence and Commercial Litigation. 

Darrel has also been instructed in high profile and 
sensitive Actions against the Police and Civil Liberty 
Claims. 

 Neil Lobb  
 Costs Consultant

Neil has over 30 years’ experience as a civil  
litigator and as a costs draftsman has worked  
with a number of firms throughout Cornwall and  
the West Country. He has expertise in Children Act 
cases, other family-oriented work and High Costs 
Case Plans.

Neil heads-up the Burcher Jennings Truro office.

 Victoria Morrison-Hughes  
 Costs Lawyer

Head of  the Manchester Office and a costs lawyer 
since 1997, Victoria’s high-street practice experience 
and a degree in accountancy and finance provide her 
with deep insight into the operational and technical 
demands of legal businesses.



Burcher Jennings (London)
15 Old Bailey
London EC4M 7EF. 
Telephone. 0870 7777 100
Email. mail@burcherjennings.com
DX No. 157385 OLD BAILEY 5

For further information on any of the  
services provided by Burcher Jennings,   
please contact:
 
Richard Allen 
Telephone. 07714 745 711 
Email. richard.allen@burcherjennings.com

Lisa Hazell 
Telephone. 07739 632 787 
Email. lisa.hazell@burcherjennings.com

Burcher Jennings (Bristol)
Castlemead
Lower Castle Street
Bristol BS1 3AG.
Telephone. 0870 7777 100
Email. mail@burcherjennings.com

Burcher Jennings (Birmingham)
43 Temple Row
Birmingham B2 5LS.
DX No. 13034 Birmingham
Telephone. 0870 7777 100
Email. mail@burcherjennings.com

Burcher Jennings (Carlisle)
Clifford Court, Cooper Way
Parkhouse
Carlisle CA3 0JG.
Telephone. 0870 7777 100
Email. mail@burcherjennings.com
 DX No. 7300300 Carlisle 9

Burcher Jennings (Exeter)
1 Emperor Way
Exeter Business Park
Exeter EX1 3QS.
Telephone. 01392 314 066
Email. mail@burcherjennings.com
DX No. 8315 EXETER

Burcher Jennings (Manchester)
Courthill House, 60 Water Lane
Wilmslow
Cheshire SK9 5AJ. 
Telephone. 01625 530 650
Email. mail@burcherjennings.com
DX No. 20826 Wilmslow

Burcher Jennings (Truro)
29 Lemon Street
Truro
Cornwall TR1 2LS.
Telephone. 01872 501 097
Email. mail@burcherjennings.com


